
Industrial Power Washers
 

However, powerful multipurpose industrial pressure washer machines can easily stand up to

the challenges of industrial cleaning applications. Heavy duty pressure washers from top

suppliers can easily remove tough and stubborn dirt marks from hard surfaces without much

manual scrubbing. The Super Max™ is a stationary, tri-mode natural gas or propane heated

steam electric pressure washer that combines three temperature options into one unit - cold

water, hot water, and steam. With steam temperatures up to 330º F, a flow rate of 2 GPM,

and a pressure level of 1000 psi, the pressure washers are ideal as permanent additions to

facilities with continuous pressure washing needs. Since 1969, Landa has been providing

professionals across many industries with rugged pressure washers that they can use for

years. 

 

The RYOBI 2000 psi Pressure Washer is engineered to handle even your toughest jobs.

With a powerful 13 Amp electric motor plus pressure technology, it delivers 2000 psi of force

for quick cleaning of driveways, decks, windows and other areas around the house.

Featuring a durable roll cage frame design, this pressure washer is built for easy transport. A

removable detergent tank offers easy soap application and hassle-free clean-up and for

added convenience, the unit is also equipped with an on-board hose reel and accessory

storage. 

 

Power washers use a pump to push the water out at variable pressure. For small jobs

consider electric pressure washers, there’s no upkeep, no fumes, and most can fit into a

closet. Larger jobs will require the force of a gas pressure washer, it’ll quickly remove the

most set-in dirt. Mi-T-M's natural gas, electric, and propane powered stationary pressure

washers lend themselves to a wide variety of applications. Mount one of these hot or cold

units on a trailer and create a mobile system that is even more effective. 

 

To ensure your satisfaction, we offer the best warranties in the business, superior

performance, and ETL safety certified equipment. Our dealer network offers years of

experience from factory certified techs, parts, accessories and detergents made especially

for your machines. Our dealers provide on-site cleaning evaluations and next day service

calls by factory certified technicians. Pressure washers deliver focused jets of water to loosen

and remove dirt, grime, and other deposits from buildings, pavement, and equipment. 

 

Whether your cleaning task requires hot or cold water, you need a mobile or stationary unit,

or whether your power source is electric, gas or diesel, Landa has a pressure washer to

tackle your cleaning job. It is important to choose the right version of high professional

industrial pressure washers for each application. For instance, the SuperMax™ high

pressure washer designed for concrete maintenance simply is not appropriate for auto

detailing. Similarly, choosing hot water power washers is the right option when you need to

accomplish superior degreasing jobs in industrial settings. Moderately-powered commercial

pressure washers are ideal for maintaining commercial settings, such as restaurants and

automobile showrooms. 



 

Remote area surcharges may apply, see our full shipping policy for more details. 

 

Cold water pressure washers are less expensive than hot water models and are also easier

and less expensive to repair. Since they have fewer components than a similar hot water

model, most repairs and maintenance can be performed with simple tools and average

mechanical ability. High-intensity commercial power washers utilize extremely pressurized

water to perform a wide range of cleaning, construction, and paint removal tasks. 

 

Power Wash Trailersare our specialty here at Power Line Industries. We have specialized in

engineering and building trailer mounted hot water pressure washers for over 25 years, and

we have over 2,500 trailer mounted hot water pressure washing systems in service

worldwide. Power Line Industries started over 30 years ago repairing, maintaining and selling

all brands of pressure washers. Simply by heating up the water, a hot water pressure washer

delivers dramatically improved cleaning power compared to a cold water machine. Daimer®’s

Super Max™ series of heavy-duty industrial grade pressure washers offers unmatched

cleaning results. 

 

The power rating of a standard or commercial pressure washer is measured in pounds per

square inch , and the volume of dispensed water is either expressed in liters or gallons per

minute. Ultra-efficient power washers have the capabilities to turn a tough, timely job into an

easy-going fun job. Hydro Tek hot water pressure washers are designed to tackle the

toughest messes wherever they may occur. 

 

The most powerful and more advanced commercial pressure washers may cost up to

$3,000, being powerful enough and tailored for large professional cleaning tasks. The Super

Max™ DE is a commercial pressure washer that offers excellent cleaning results, due to its

high-performance diesel engine. When hot water is not specifically needed, cold pressurized

water can be successfully used for a wide range of cleaning applications. 

 

We realize that when it comes to pressure washing at home or around your business, the

tasks can be as diverse as they are demanding. So we offer our customers not only a wide

selection of pressure washers but also a flexible variety that can undertake a wide range of

applications. Our cold water power washers are ideal for automotive cleaning, drain cleaning

and endless outdoor uses such as scouring brick walkways, pool decks, wooden decks,

windows, driveways, siding, stucco and more. Industrial cleaning methods used nowadays

range from immersion cleaning and spray cleaning with dry, hot air to steam degreasing,

injection flood washing, high-pressure cleaning, air/ steam cleaning, and more. In some

industries, it is necessary to combine two or more cleaning techniques to achieve the desired

results. 

 

These are PSI – pounds per square inch – and GPM – gallons per minute. Buying the proper

machine will make window cleaning, paint stripping, or other tasks go smoothly. Home

owners use pressure washers to clean homes quicker and easier. They are often used on



patios, building siding, windows, walkways, and more. A great range of industrial power

washers supplied by top trade brands, offering a range in cold water and petrol machines. 

 

In addition to this, pressure washers will use either cold water or hot water. When buying a

pressure washer, it’s important to look at two key specs. 

 

Cold water pressure washers have the power to clean dirt away from almost any surface,

ensuring your equipment is better maintained and lasts a long time. Mi-T-M pressure

washers are available as gas or electric powered, stationary, and portable, each designed

with the end-user in mind. 

 

Kärcher's commercial and industrial pressure washers are perfect for removing dirt, grime,

grease and oil stains. To make cleaning jobs more efficient, Kärcher also offers a variety of

easy-to-use pressure washer accessories as well as high-performing detergents. The Super

Max™ is a super powerful tri-mode commercial industrial gas pressure washer with the same

performance specs and available options as the . 

 

A hot water pressure washer is essential for any cleanup job involving a sticky, greasy, or oily

mess, as well as for applications where a surface must be sanitized. With a variety of models

available, including self-contained mobile units with gas, diesel, or electric power, Hydro Tek

hot water pressure washers can go anywhere and clean anything. Some common

applications include heavy equipment cleaning, vehicle cleaning, graffiti removal, restaurant

hood vent cleaning, and livestock facility cleaning. Mi-T-M cold water pressure washers are

the ideal choice when washing away dirt and debris. 

 

These top rated industrial pressure washers offer the greatest cleaning power with extremely

high temperatures and pressure levels. The Super Max™ machines offer the advantage of

tri-mode cleaning system, as they can be operated in cold water, hot water, and wet steam

modes. The best industrial pressure washer machines also offer the convenience of various

power combinations. There are a variety of different gas and electric pressure washers for

grounds care and industrial purposes. 

 

With a powerful Honda 187 cc gasoline engine, this RYOBI Pressure Washer delivers 3300

psi of force for quick cleaning of driveways, decks, windows and other areas around the

house. Featuring a durable and compact roll-cage frame and folding handle this pressure

washer is designed for easy transport and storage. 

 

electeic hot water pressure pump Sometimes, different surfaces in the same setting may

demand the use of cold water and hot water/steam. It is not a practical option to purchase

different pressure cleaner systems to manage such tasks. The SuperMax™ tri-mode high

pressure washers have been designed to cater to such challenging applications. The tri-

mode capability enables the high power pressure washer machines to independently

generate hot water, wet steam, and cold water for enhanced versatility. We at Daimer® offer

a variety of industrial pressure washers including propane power wash systems, electric

https://unimanix.com/en/product/pressure-washers/hot-water-pressure-washers/unimanix-laveuse-a-pression-a-eau-chaude-moteur-a-essence-bruleur-diesel-modele-arh-4070gdc-381/


pressure cleaners, gas power washer machines, and diesel pressure washers. 

 

The differs from the in that it is powered by an 18 HP gasoline engine. This allows for greater

mobility, making this gas pressure washer machine ideal for outdoor applications or other

applications without a constant electric supply. The offers steam temperatures up to 330°F, a

pressure level of 3000 psi and a flow rate of 5 GPM. Depending on the specific cleaning

applications, users can choose from an amazing series of pressure cleaning machines with

different power options and heating preferences. 

 

The most notable categories of pressure washing machines include gas powered pressure

washers, electric pressure washers, trailer mountable pressure washers, and heated/non-

heated versions. This versatile pressure washer can reach temperatures of 330°F, is

powered by a 1.5 HP NEMA engine, and can be purchased with either No. 1 or No. 2 heating

oil, diesel, or kerosene heating. 

 

This stationary, tri-mode electric pressure washer with steam temperature up to 330°F offers

the same features and options as the 15800, but with a flow rate of 5 GPM at a pressure of

3000 psi. This robust model is ideal for industrial applications requiring the addition of a

powerful pressure washing system and that would benefit from two gun operation. Like other

series pressure washers, Super Max can be purchased with two gun operation. The RYOBI

3300 psi Pressure Washer is engineered to handle even your toughest jobs. 

 

With a broad selection of electric, gas and diesel powered pressure washers, Landa’s

commercial and industrial power washers truly deliver. Kärcher's industrial cold water

pressure washers are designed to save you money without sacrificing cleaning power. All

Pressure Washers’ professional grade cold water pressure washers are ideal for any number

of pressure cleaning applications, including residential jobs. 

 

Commercial pressure washers are delivered to you direct from the suppliers and will

guarantee a professional finish for heavy duty cleaning tasks. There is a commercial jet

washer to meet the needs of any industrial outdoor cleaning task, so you surely will find the

one that's right for you. Our gas and diesel powered hot water pressure washers combine the

best in dependability and performance. For your toughest cleaning challenges, our industrial

hot water pressure washers deliver. Landa hot water pressure washers are rugged, durable,

and versatile. 

 

For an extra boost, the 3 nozzles include a bonus turbo nozzle that delivers up to 50% more

cleaning power for tough jobs. All this comes backed by the RYOBI 3-year limited warranty,

guaranteed to deliver results for years to come. 

 

Just because stationary is in the name doesn't mean it isn't versatile. The Mi-T-M line of

stationary pressure washers are ideal for quick and thorough cleaning in shops, garages,

barns, and more. 

 



The engine is equipped with Idle Down Technology which decreases fuel consumption,

reduces noise and increases the overall life of the engine and pump. The on-board detergent

tank offers hassle-free cleaning by eliminating the need to drag a bucket and hose behind

you. For added convenience, the RYOBI 3300 psi Pressure Washer is equipped with a 5-in-1

Quick-Connect Nozzle. The RYOBI 3300 psi Gas Pressure Washer is backed with the

RYOBI 3-year limited warranty and is guaranteed to deliver results for years to come.

https://unimanix.com/en/product/parts-and-accessories/pressure-washer-accessories/draft-

hood/vertical-draft-hood-8-519/ Hotsy professional pressure washers are built tough to give

you the best solutions for your cleaning needs at a price that will fit your budget. 

 

Also known as power washers, these pressure cleaners reduce or eliminate the need to

scrub surfaces or use cleaning agents. Electric pressure washers plug into an electrical outlet

to provide consistent power for extended use with no fumes and quieter operation than gas

units. Gas pressure washers have a gas-powered engine so they don't have a power cord to

limit mobility. Daimer®'s pressure washer machines in the SuperMax™ series vary from

light-duty ones to extremely powerful versions designed to tackle the highly challenging

applications in industrial settings. 

 

To manage a repertoire of cleaning tasks in various settings, the SuperMax™ pressure

washing systems come with different pressure levels, temperature options, flow rates, and

other innovative technologies. FNA Group is a vertically integrated manufacturer of gas &

electric pressure washers, pumps, generators, trailers, hoses and replacement parts. It sells

worldwide to homeowners, commercial & industrial customers through retailers, dealers,

distributors and online. 

 

With some of the most rugged and durable industrial pressure washers in the industry, Hotsy

is the clear choice. Just one look tells you these resilient and reliable industrial-grade

machines are designed for the demands of daily use. Buy a Hotsy and you’ll have peace of

mind knowing you have a product built to last. 

 

Our industrial pressure washers systems are the leading choice among industrial companies

and cleaning contractors, thanks to our range of power configurations, and customized power

voltage offerings. The Super Max™ is the most powerful pressure washer in the series.

https://unimanix.com/en/product/parts-and-accessories/pressure-washer-accessories/draft-hood/vertical-draft-hood-8-519/
https://unimanix.com/en/product/parts-and-accessories/pressure-washer-accessories/draft-hood/vertical-draft-hood-8-519/

